IBM Turbonomic Application Resource Management on the AWS Cloud

Cloud optimization you can automate continuously
to deliver optimal application performance
What if your apps could meet demand without demanding more of you?
Applications are essential to the modern business. Poor performance can result in revenue loss and stall cloud transformation.
To mitigate performance risks, Cloud and DevOps teams often find themselves overprovisioning resources for their applications.
This results in unnecessary spending and power consumption, which adversely affects the company’s budget and carbon
footprint. What if you could automate your cloud infrastructure so that applications always got exactly the resources they need
to perform? The result would be cloud optimization automated to ensure continuous application performance at the lowest cost.
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Get more value in the cloud through automatic and continuous
resource optimization
IBM Turbonomic Application Resource Management helps organizations achieve optimized application performance while
minimizing operating costs with full visibility and intelligent automation. Multi-dimensional analysis automatically tracks the
resources required by the application and continuously makes complex resourcing decisions. It then ensures the application gets
the exact resources needed for the workload, without human intervention. This eliminates overprovisioning and empowers teams
to quickly resolve issues. Organizations can focus on cloud migration and transformation, as they no longer need to compromise
between end-user experience and business growth.

Amazon Elastic
Cloud Compute
(EC2)
Automatically
determines the correct
EC2 instance type
for cloud application
workloads

Amazon Elastic
Block Store (EBS)
Optimizes for
performance and cost
by analyzing IOPS
and throughput to
determine when to
scale between cloud
tiers and size up
volumes

Amazon Relational
Database Service
(RDS)
Continuously analyzes
storage and compute
utilization, generating
specific scale-up and
scale-down actions

AWS Reserved
Instances (RIs)
Delivers RI-aware
scaling and purchase
recommendations for
more efficient use of
reservations

Amazon Elastic
Kubernetes Service
(EKS)
Continuously optimizes
for performance and
cost by determining
the correct resourcing
actions based on
demand
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SOLUTION BRIEF

Smarter resource management for modern applications
With IBM Turbonomic, you leverage software (not people) to continuously match real-time app demand to the many cloud
configuration options, across compute, storage, Amazon RDS, Amazon EKS, and RIs. Key benefits include:

Increased application performance
Applications dynamically receive the resources they need

Insights that power cloud migration and
transformation

when they need them, automatically

Full visibility with context provides insights that drive digital
transformation and power the transition to a cloud-based

Reduced operating expenses
Continuous cloud optimization improves application

architecture

performance while ensuring budget is well spent, eliminating

Accelerating sustainable outcomes

wasted resources

Advanced dynamic resource allocation conserves power and

Automation to free up resources and drive innovation

reduces the overall carbon footprint of the organization

Developers and IT teams are empowered to stay focused on
cloud transformation and better experiences for end users

Customer success story: Metrostar Systems
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environments without having to
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grow their team.

to improve application performance
while reducing their IT workload.

Getting started with IBM Turbonomic Application Resource
Management on AWS
IBM Turbonomic is available in the AWS Marketplace. Get smarter resource management while ensuring
your applications are performing at their best and promoting sustainable growth for your company.
Get started today by visiting IBM Turbonomic in the AWS Marketplace.
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